LCF SPANISH HOME LEARNING CHOICE ACTIVITES
Try to do a Spanish activity at least once/twice a week, or more often if
you like! Variety is the spice of life! Remember, the more often you
practise, the better you will remember. Why not do some with your family or teach a sibling?
Some activities contain links, these will also be printed out in full at the end in case you
receive a printed version of this document. If you video/photograph yourself, send your class
a tweet as well as @boltonlanguages!
FIRSTLY Set up a login to
Babelzone, our interactive
website here and use the code
LCF2020sch to create an
account

Practise your numbers on
Youtube. When/If you are
confident you can go up to the
next level!
Numbers 1-20
Numbers 20-50
For higher numbers, play this
song for 10-1000! Download the
worksheet as well and come
back later to the related
activities.

Try and remember the
topics you were learning
in school recently. See if
you can find it on
Babelzone under “Units”
and practise everything
you find.

Have a go at gaining
Lumen’s Spanish award!
Do an activity from each
section to gain the
Bronze award then work
your way to Gold!

Are you missing sports?
Why not try this Quizlet
to learn how to say the
sports in Spanish? Follow
up with activities in Unit
10 on the Babelzone
website

Learn/Practice colours and
numbers with memory games
under Babelzone’s games
section. Look for the
Memory Games and Spelling,
Reading, Listening Sections

Click here for a map of Spain
and zoom in to some major
cities. Pick one, and make a
presentation or
Powerpoint/Slides/Keynote
presentation about your
chosen city, including some
local landmarks.

Learn some Spanish food
Facts here! Miam Miam!
Can you work out how to
make some Spanish foods?
Cooking with Languages has
kindly offered their bilingual
recipe book for free :
download here
Teach a family member the
Spanish handwashing song!
Perfected the English
alphabet? Learn the alphabet
in Spanish! Or how about a
pop-rap version!
Can you spell your name in
Spanish?

Try and use a dictionary to
help with words that you
don’t know. Find 5 new words
each week and write them in
a diary or notebook. No
dictionary book? Try this or
this online.

(free for 3 months)
Explore the website and look at
all the different units and
sections to see if something
different interests you.

Keep fit and dance the
hula with Spanish 5-aday
or
Make up actions to the
up-down song!

Try listening to a Spanish
story – turn translations on
to learn what each section
means, and pause while you
try to understand what
different words mean. There
are various stories to try!

Links:
1. Babelzone registration - https://www.lcfclubs.com/babelzoneNEW/promotionallogin.asp
Babelzone login: www.lcfclubs.com/babelzoneNEW
2. Numbers 1-20: https://youtu.be/zzhHrQbHZMA
3. Numbers 20-50: https://youtu.be/0fMAru0mFO4
4. Higher Numbers 10-1000: https://youtu.be/rjD5gson8Eo
5. Follow up Numbers: https://rockalingua.com/songs/numbers-10-1000
6. Lumen’s Spanish Award
https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources/PrimarySpanish/lumens-spanishaward.pdf
7. Quizlet: https://quizlet.com/131564522/los-deportes-flash-cards/
8. Map: https://www.spain.info/en/donde-ir/
9. Spanish Food facts: https://www.euroclub-schools.org/facts-about-spanish-food-part-1
10.English-Spanish Cookbook : http://tiny.cc/EngSpCookbook
11.Dictionary 1 – WordReference https://www.wordreference.com/
12. Dictionary 2 – Collins English-Spanish (Spanish-English & others are linked)
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-spanish
13. 5-a-day Spanish https://youtu.be/m_Clwq4osEQ
14. Up-down song: https://youtu.be/qgxO3FL7egA
15. Spanish handwashing : https://youtu.be/_xkh6yMe7mk
16. Spanish alphabet (learn): https://youtu.be/X6PkRFzfpms
17. Spanish alphabet (upbeat song): https://youtu.be/-6lGvwaJHk0
18. Spanish stories: https://www.thespanishexperiment.com/stories

